NEWS Release
BITPATH, CAST.ERA AND ONE MEDIA DEMONSTRATE
“ENHANCED GPS”
USING NEXTGEN BROADCAST STANDARD
Arlington, VA (June 2, 2021) – BitPath, CAST.ERA and ONE Media demonstrated today
dramatic new use cases for the NextGen Broadcast (ATSC 3.0) standard. GPS enhancement data
was broadcast proving the ability to enhance the accuracy of the Global Positioning System (GPS)
significantly, debuting a major new tool for autonomous vehicle navigation. Dubbed “Enhanced
GPS” (eGPS), positional accuracy of centimeters is possible. Additionally, a drone incorporating
eGPS and a 5G radio was used to show the potential of “Beyond Visual Line of Sight” observation
and live imagery with near real-time broadcast of gathered live images, paving the way for multiple
new use cases including news and first responder applications.
Traditional space-based global positioning systems are vulnerable to low power and
environmentally induced inaccuracies. Using the high-power data transmission capacity of
terrestrial broadcast stations, the reliability of eGPS positioning can be broadcast to an unlimited
number of vehicles inside of the range of a licensed broadcast television station, overcoming many
encumbrances. Enhanced GPS accuracy using NextGen Broadcast from multiple broadcast towers
can improve real-time positioning for the millions of unmanned, autonomous vehicles of the future
that are ground or aerial based because of broadcasting’s higher power and one-to-infinite
architecture.
Enhanced GPS ushers in a new era of datacasting use cases for broadcasters. Providing near realtime broadcasting of live images opens the door for a variety of news and first responder
observation and inspection possibilities, as well as aerial drone operation beyond line of sight.
Live event reporting for electronic news gathering operations using NextGen Broadcast
technologies means that entire regions can simultaneously see events as they unfold. It also means
that broad situational awareness can be brought to the first responder and emergency services
community to assess required deployment resources on a one-to-many basis. These are only a few
of the immediate possibilities.
Testing of eGPS and aerial observation capabilities was orchestrated by CAST.ERA, the joint
venture between Sinclair and SK Telecom from South Korea, in conjunction with Doosan and
South Korean broadcaster, MBC. Using advanced drone technology combined with the NextGen
Broadcast-enabled eGPS, today’s demonstration permitted supervised autonomous drone takeoff,
flights and landing at extraordinarily precise locations. The provision of end-to-end live video
also brought stunning clarity to the unlimited observers within broadcast coverage areas.
Commenting on this important proof of concept, John Hane, President of BitPath noted, “Today’s
demonstration shows one of many high value, low bandwidth applications for broadcast data.
Location services are more important to the economy every day. Applications extend from all
transportation sectors to energy distribution, smart cities, public safety, and cyber security. BitPath
looks forward to working with our partners and other broadcasters to add new dimensions to
broadcasters’ public interest services.”

Kevin Gage, CAST.ERA’s Chief Operating Officer, noted, “We are excited to demonstrate the
innovation from our 2020 JeJu Island project here in the U.S. Data services, cloud management
of ATSC 3.0 services and ultra-low latency media encoding are just a few of the new technologies
we plan to release this year. The eGPS project highlights each of these technologies over a hybrid
ATSC 3.0-5G delivery network.”
Mark Aitken, ONE Media 3.0’s President said, “We continue to work with our partners to
improve the utility of NextGen Broadcasting dramatically and bring value to the communities we
serve with innovative and informative content. This activity today was focused on bringing to the
forefront the contribution we can make to the security and safety of those we serve every day.”
Yoon Kim, Chief Technology Officer of SK Telecom, said, “Hybrid ATSC 3.0 powered by 5G,
media, data and artificial intelligence technologies brings significant change and opportunity for
the future of broadcasting. The synergistic amalgamation of SK Telecom’s 5G, AI, and cloud
technologies combined with Sinclair’s vision of and leadership in broadcasting will continue to
position CAST.ERA as a leader in the NextGen Broadcasting market.”

About BitPath
BitPath is building the nation's first dedicated broadcast data network to provide innovative new
wireless services at a fraction of the cost of cellular systems. Based in Arlington, Virginia, the
BitPath network will launch this year covering dozens of cities. For more information
visit bitpath.com.
About CAST.ERA
CAST.ERA is a joint venture of SK Telecom and Sinclair Broadcast Group located in Arlington,
Virginia. It is focused on cloud infrastructure for broadcasting, ultra-low latency over-the-top
transmissions, targeted advertising and also advanced emergency alerting and other data
transmission capabilities. The joint venture is focused on achieving synergies by combining SK
Telecom’s mobile and Internet communication technologies and Sinclair’s broadcasting
infrastructure.
About ONE Media 3.0, LLC
ONE Media 3.0, headquartered in Hunt Valley, MD, was established as a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Sinclair Broadcast Group, Inc. (Nasdaq: SBGI) with a vision to build and globally deploy the
Next Generation Broadcast Platform, enabling broadcasters to be competitive across all platforms
in delivering enhanced video and data services. For more information about ONE Media 3.0, see
www.onemediallc.com.
About SK Telecom
SK Telecom (NYSE: SKM) is Korea’s leading information and communications technology (ICT)
company, driving innovations in the areas of mobile communications, media, security, commerce

and mobility. Armed with cutting-edge ICT, including artificial intelligence and 5G, the company
is ushering in a new level of convergence to deliver unprecedented value to customers. As a global
5G pioneer, SKT is committed to realizing the full potential of 5G through ground-breaking
services that can improve people's lives, transform businesses, and lead to a better society. SKT
boasts unrivaled leadership in the Korean mobile market with over 30 million subscribers,
accounting for nearly 50 percent of the market. The company now has 49 ICT subsidiaries and
annual revenues of around KRW 18.6 trillion. For more information, please contact
skt_press@sk.com or visit our LinkedIn page www.linkedin.com/company/sk-telecom.
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